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Cells 

I. Introduction to the Cell 

A. 75 trillion cells in the human 

adult. 

B. Size 

 1. Large enough for 

organelles 

 2. Limited by the cell’s 

surface to volume ratio 

I. Introduction to the Cell 
C. Shape 

 1. Most are cuboidal or spherical. 

 2 . Mainly determined by the cell's 

function. 

  a. Nerve cells: elongated to reach 

out, receive and transmit impulses. 

  b. Epithelial cells: thin and 

flattened to cover the body. 

  c.  White blood cells: change 

shape 

  d. Muscle cells: slender, rod-like 

to pull parts closer. 

 

 

II.  Composite Cell 

A. Cell Membrane (Plasma 
Membrane) 

 1. Separates cell from its 
external environment 

 2. Gives cell its shape 

 3. Site of many metabolic 
reactions 

 4. Selectively permeable 

  

II.  Composite Cell 

B. Cell Membrane Structure 

 1. Phospholipid bilayer 

  a. inside is hydrophobic (fatty acids) 

  b. outside is hydrophilic (phosphate  

  group) 

  c. oxygen, carbon dioxide pass    

  through easily 

  d. amino acids, sugars, proteins,  

  nucleic acids, and various ions have  

  a hard time passing through. 

 2. Other Lipids(steroids)- cholesterol: stabilizes, 

increases insolubility to water. 

 

II.  Composite Cell 
 3.  Proteins 

  a. Rodlike receptor proteins 

span the membrane and aid in 

communication. 

  b. Globular proteins may 

form pores or selective channels 

for certain molecules or ions. 

  c.  Carbohydrates bound to 

proteins(glycoproteins) enable 

cells to recognize one another. 
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II.  Composite Cell 
C. Cytoplasm (cytosol) 

 1. Jelly-like material inside the cell 

 2. Is in constant motion (Cytoplasmic 

Streaming) 

 3. Surrounds organelles 

II.  Composite Cell 

D. Cell Structures 

 1. Endoplasmic Reticulum(ER) 

  a. Membrane system of folded  

  sacs and tunnels. 

  b. Rough ER (ribosomes):  

  produces and transports proteins 

  c. Smooth ER: synthesizes lipids,  

  absorbs fat, metabolizes drugs 

 2. Ribosomes 

  a. Most numerous organelle 

  b. Provide the work site, and  

  enzymes for making proteins. 

II.  Composite Cell 
 3. Golgi Apparatus 

  a. Stack of membranes  

  b. Processes and modifies  

  proteins from the ER. 

  c. Packages the modified  

  protein. 

  d. Secretes the protein  

  outside the cell. 

 4. Mitochondria 

  a. Respiration centers of the cell. 

  b. Release energy from  

  nutrients taken into the cell. 

  c. Find in cells that need a lot of  

  energy. 

 

II.  Composite Cell 

 5. Lysosomes 

  a. Small, round organelles that  

  contain digestive enzymes. 

  b. Mainly in animal and fungal  

  cells. 

  c. Digests tissue (breasts after  

  weaning, uterus after  

  childbirth, inactive muscle) 

 6. Peroxisomes 

  a.  Membranous sacs 

  b. Contains catalytic enzymes  

  (breakdown toxins) 

  c. Abundant in liver and  

  kidney 

 

II.  Composite Cell 
 7. Microtubules and Microfilaments 

  a. Shape and support  

  cell (cytoskeleton) 

  b. Move cellular material. 

 8. Centrosome 

  a. Two hollow cylinders at  

  right angles to one another. 

  b. Help distribute  

  chromosomes to newly  

  forming cells. 

II.  Composite Cell 

 9. Cilia and Flagella 

  a. Cilia: Short, hairlike  

     structures 

  b. Flagella: Whiplike  

     structures 

 10. Vesicles (vacuoles): 

Membrane enclosed sacs 

http://www.microscopy.fsu.edu/cells/animals/lysosomes.html
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II.  Composite Cell 

 10. Nucleus (site where nucleic acids 

are synthesized) 

  a. Nuclear Envelope 

  b. Chromatin: Fine strands of  

  DNA and protein(histones) 

  c. Chromosome: A strand of  

  chromatin that coils up when a 

 cell is dividing 

  d. Nucleolus: Site where  

  ribosomes are synthesized and  

  assembled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Protein Synthesis 
A. Enzymes (a protein) control 

metabolic reactions. 

B. DNA(Deoxyribonucleic 

acid) is the blueprint for 

making the enzyme 

C. DNA which codes for a 

particular protein is a gene. 

 

III. Protein Synthesis 
D. DNA 

 1. Twisted double strand of 
nucleotides (double helix) 

 2. Nucleotides are composed of a 
sugar(deoxyribose), a phosphate, 
and an organic base 

 3. Bases are adenine(A), 
guanine(G), cytosine(C), and 
thymine(T) 

 4. A pairs T, C pairs G 

 5. Can’t escape the nucleus. 

III. Protein Synthesis 

E. RNA (ribonucleic acid) 

 1. Single strand. 

 2. Ribose is the sugar 

 3. Nitrogen base uracil(U) replaces 

thymine. 

 4. Three  types: 

  a. mRNA(messenger) 

  b. tRNA(transfer) 

  c. rRNA(ribosomal) 

III. Protein Synthesis 

F. Central Dogma 

 1. DNARNA  Protein  

 2. RNA molecules transfer 

info from nucleus to 

cytoplasm. 

 3. Every three 

nucleotides(triplet) of RNA is 

called a codon. 

 

III. Protein Synthesis 

G. Transcription 

 1. RNA polymerase 
(enzyme) binds to DNA 
at beginning of a gene. 

 2. DNA bases are 
exposed and RNA bases 
pair to DNA, forming 
mRNA. 

 3. mRNA leaves the 
nucleus and enters the 
cytoplasm 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://electron.mit.edu/~gsteele/mirrors/elchem.kaist.ac.kr/jhkwak/TopometrixWeb/images/nucpor01.gif&imgrefurl=http://electron.mit.edu/~gsteele/mirrors/elchem.kaist.ac.kr/jhkwak/TopometrixWeb/nuclpore.htm&h=200&w=200&sz=34&tbnid=L1rB-5hgDPgJ:&tbnh=99&tbnw=99&hl=en&start=6&prev=/images?q=nuclear+pores&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&safe=off&sa=N
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III. Protein Synthesis 
H. Translation 

 1. A ribosome binds to 
mRNA. 

 2. tRNA molecules 
floating in the cytosol 
bind to the ribosome. 

 3. A codon of mRNA, 
pairs with an anticodon 
on tRNA 

  

III. Protein Synthesis 

 4. tRNA carries an 
amino acid which is 
specific for each codon. 

 5. As the ribosome 
moves along the mRNA 
strand, more amino 
acids are brought into 
sequence by tRNA. 

 6. Enzymes catalyze 
formation of peptide 
bonds between the 
amino acids forming a 
polypeptide. 

 

 

IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes 
A. Passive Mechanisms(do not require 

energy) 

 1. Diffusion 

  a. Molecules are in constant  

  motion 

  b. Movement is down  

  concentration gradient 

  c. Equilibrium: molecules evenly  

  spread out 

  d. Cell membranes are 
 semi permeable (CO2, O2) 

  e. Dialysis- uses diffusion to 
 separate small particles from 
 large ones. 

 

IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes 

 2. Facilitated Diffusion 

  a. Not all molecules can pass  

  through membranes.(Glucose,  

  Amino Acids) 

  b. Passive carrier(protein)  

  transport 

  c. Speeds up diffusion(only  

  from high to low). 

 

IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes  3. Osmosis 

  a. Water molecules diffuse across a  

  membrane. 

  b. Water moves towards higher solutes 

  c. Osmotic pressure gives cell shapes 

  d. Cell in Isotonic Solution 

     1) Solutes same in and out of cell 

     2) Water moves in and out 

     3) Blood = .9 % NaCl 

  e. Cell in Hypotonic Solution 

     1) Solutes greater in cell 

     2) Water moves in 

  f. Cell in Hypertonic Solution 

     1) Solutes greater outside cell 

     2) Water moves out  

IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes 

 4. Filtration 

  a. Forced movement of  

  molecules through  

  membranes 

  b. Mainly by blood pressure  

  through porous capillary  

  walls. 

  c. Edema: excess tissue fluid 

  d. Escharotomy: Procedure  

  to reduce edema in burn  

  victims 
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IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes 

B. Active Mechanisms 

 1. Active Transport 

  a. Moves substances from low  

  to high concentrations. 

  b. Need chemical energy 

  c. Process uses 40% of a cell’s  

  energy  

  d. Proteins are carrier  

  molecules 

  e. Transports sugars, amino  

  acids, sodium, potassium,  

  calcium, and hydrogen ions. 

IV. Movements Through Cell 

Membranes 
 2. Endocytosis and Exocytosis 

  a. Endocytosis- Take in  

  substances to large to pass  

  through the membrane 

    1) Pinocytosis- solutes or  

     fluids into a cell 

    2) Phagocytosis- large food  

    particles or whole  

    microorganisms into the cell 

  b. Exocytosis- Passing large  

  molecules out of the cell. 

 

V.  The Cell Cycle 

A. Interphase 

 1. G1: Cell grows, organelles 

replicate 

 2. S: DNA replicates 

 3. G2: Cell grows, organelles 

replicate 

 

V.  The Cell Cycle 
B. Mitosis(division of the nucleus) 

 1. Prophase- chromosomes form 

from chromatin, centrioles form, 

spindle forms, nuclear membrane 

breaks up. 

 2. Metaphase- Chromosomes line up 

between centrioles. 

 3. Anaphase- Chromosomes split, 

chromatids move to opposite ends. 

 4. Telophase- Chromosomes 

unwind, spindle disassembles, 

nucleus reforms 

V.  The Cell Cycle 

C. Cytoplasmic Division 

 1. Begins during 

anaphase and continues 

through telophase 

 2. Muscle-like ring of 

microfilaments contracts 

and divides cytoplasm. 

V.  The Cell Cycle 
D. Cell Differentiation 

 1. How cells develop different 

characteristics. 

 2. By expression and repression of 

DNA information 

E. Apoptosis 

 1. Programmed cell death. 

 2. Chromatin is cut up, nucleus 

breaks down,cell membrane 

pinches in 

 3. Carves out structures(finger, 

toes) 

 

http://www.aug.edu/biology/slide_4interphasea.htm
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V.  The Cell Cycle 
F. Cancer 

 1. Runaway cell reproduction 

 2. Will affect 1 out of  3 

 3. Characteristics 

  a. Hyperplasia 

     1) Uncontrolled cell reproduction 

     2) Enzyme telemerase rebuilds  

     chromosomes 

  b. Dedifferentiation- Lose  

  specialization and function. 

  c. Metastasis- Tendency to spread  

  to other tissue 

  d. Invasiveness- Grow through  

  basement membranes 

  e. Angiogenesis- Grow own blood  

  vessels 

 


